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Developing An Idea

Exploring Our Idea

Upon graduating many students wonder what they will be
making their first year out of college. There are many
characteristics one takes into consideration when choosing a
career. While this may not stand true for everyone, many
students consider pay. Knowing in the long run that a certain
major will pay off is key information. For our empirical
project our group decided to determine what influences the
wages for accounting jobs.

When collecting our data, we chose to test four major
cities within Texas, two different job titles, three position
levels, and years of experience required. We found 100
job ads within these four cities and recorded the
appropriate variables. Next, we created a summary
statistics table, correlation matrix table, and a
regression analysis as shown below.

Summary Statistics Table

Regression Analysis

Correlation Matrix

Our Results
The summary statistics table determined that the average hourly wage for tax and audit accounting positions within Texas is
$35.01. The correlation matrix table showed us that years of experience required for a job and the position levels are more
correlated with hourly wages than location. According to the regression results, 54% of the variation in accounting wages, within
the largest cities of Texas, is explained by our model. One thing we found interesting was that the regression results determined
Houston jobs pay higher than San Antonio, Austin, and Dallas. Just out of curiosity, we decided to find a salary generating
website and use the same variables used in our model. The results we received from the website confirmed that our model was
somewhat accurate and efficient in determining the average wage of an accounting job. All in all, our empirical project provided
us with a great model to help explain the variation in average wages of accounting jobs, but there is always room from
improvement by enlarging the sample size and adding more statistically significant variables.

Do you want to find out how much income you will produce
in your first year out in the real world?

Use our model to compute a 54% accurate result

Yhat-i = 3 1 .9 + 4 .8 7 4 ( Houston) + 2 .5 3 ( SanAntonio) + 3 .2 7 5 ( Austin)
+ 3 .8 9 9 ( Audit) – 1 4 .9 4 9 ( Staff) – 4 .5 3 5 ( Senior) + 1 .3 9 ( Experience)
Choose a City
Houston?
San Antonio?
Austin?
Dallas?

Select a Job Type
Audit?
Tax?

Pick a Position Level
Staff?
Senior?
Manager?

Enter Years of Experience
0?
1?
3?
5?

